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LOCATING DEVICE 

This invention relates to locating device for determining location of a buried cable, and 

a locating device for determining the position of a fault in a cable.     - ■ 

5  .       ■' - ; 

Buried underground cables and pipes (often referred to as services) sometimes develop 

faults and are not always clearly marked on plans, especially if they were not recently installed. 

As a result, there are often two different requirements for fault or service location. 

10 One requirement is to locate the buried service. This function is often referred to as 

tracing. It is possible to do this by placing an electrical signal on the service and to detect this 

by a suitable mobile receiver, the detected signal strength being used to determine the location 

of the service. By using different combinations of antennas one may obtain different responses: 

a peak response shows maximum signal strength when directly over the service. This 

15 is obtained from an antenna that picks up the horizontal component of the magnetic field created 

when current flows through the underground service; 

a null response shows a sharp drop in signal level when directly over the service. This 

is obtained from an antenna that picks up the vertical component of the magnetic field created 

when current flows through the underground service. This gives a more easily identified sign 

20 that the service is directly belowi By comparing the phase of the peak and null response, it is 

possible to obtain an indication of the direction to the cable. This speeds up the tracing process. 

By using more than one peak antenna, it is possible to narrow the peak to give better definition 

of where the underground service is, measure the actual current flow in the cable, measure the 

depth of the cable or reduce susceptibility to signals from overhead eg. Overhead power lines. 

25 By using arrays of antennas, one may determine in.three dimensions the position of the service. 

A. second requirement is to locate faults in the underground service. A precise fault 

location is desirable because it reduces the amount of digging required to repair the cable. 

Underground cables can develop a number of different faults. Some examples are: 

30  open circuit: ■■■  ;  

short circuit to another conductor; 
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short circuit to the shield; and 

short circuit to the ground, also known as a sheath fault because the cable sheath 

has been breached. 

5 A fault of primary interest is the sheath fault. One common method of detecting the 

location of this is to use a ground probe to search for maximum signal strength. This is effective 

because the ground is a volume conductor and the fault current is denser near the fault than it 

is as one moves further away. The maximum current point will be nearest the fault. One 

drawback of this method is that it is not possible to tell the direction to the fault and one must 

10 hunt to find whether one is moving closer to the fault or further from it. It is possible to address 

this limitation by various methods. 

One method employs a large DC voltage to produce a deflection on a DC voltmeter. The 

direction of the deflection shows the direction to the fault, as the current flow is always away 

15 from the fault. The disadvantages of this method are that there are often DC current offsets in 

the soil which can give false readings and most cable connected equipment may not be tolerant 

of high DC voltage levels. 

Another method is to use a very large voltage pulse to produce a deflection on a meter. 

20 The direction of the deflection shows the direction to the fault. The disadvantages if this 

_ . method are that it is unreliable in wet soil, and the voltage pulse can damage the cable insulation 

or connected devices. The advantage over the DC voltage method is that it reduces problems 

due to local DC or very low frequency AC currents in the soil. 

25 A further method involves adding a higher frequency carrier signal which is picked up 

by an antenna. This is processed and compared to the signal in the ground to determine the 

polarity of the signal in the ground. This method has the advantage that the ground signal can 

be a continuous AC signal. The drawback is that one must keep the receiving device locked to 

the cable frequency, and higher frequencies have a lower range. 

30 

Another method uses multiple harmonically related frequencies simultaneously to try 
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and calculate the direction to the fault. The phase relationships of the signals are compared and 

the sign of the deviation between them is used to determine the direction to the fault. The sign 

of the phase deviation is equal to the polarity of the signal and hence the direction can be 

calculated . The advantages of this method are that it lessens the problems with DC signals, and 

5 also overcomes the need to keep the receiver locked to an external signal .on the cable. The 

disadvantage is that errors in signal phase caused by noise and mains switching transients can 

produce incorrect results, effectively pointing the user of the device in the wrong direction. 

Another problem with cable tracing equipment is known as ghosting. This is where a 

10 false direction indication is given once one travels a sufficient distance away from the cable. 

This can be caused by phase shift artefacts in ferrite antennas or by interaction between the 

antennas where the weaker signal vector is interfered with by fields from the stronger signal 

vector. The likelihood of occurrence of ghosting may be reduced by reducing the lateral range 

of the instrument so it never operates in the zone that could cause ghosting due to antenna 

15 interactions. Another source of ghosting, real world coupling of the signal onto other 

conductors, cannot be eliminated by reducing the range. 

In one aspect, the invention provides a device for locating an underground cable on 

which cable is placed an electrical signal, the device having first and second and antennae, these 

20 being disposed in an angular disposition one with respect to the other, and a detector means for 

detecting electrical signal arising from electromagnetic radiation due to the signal applied to the 

cable, the antennae being disposed such that when the device is level, the antennae extend at 

angles from lower locations in upwardly convergent relationship, the angle between each 

antenna and the horizontal being greater than zero and less than 90°, such as 20° to 60°, more 

25 preferably 30° to 40°. Preferably, the antennae have helical windings on respective central 

axes.. Preferably, too, the windings are on ferrite cores. 

Preferably, the locating device incorporates means for selecting the one of said antennae, 

based on the strength of received signals at the antennae. 

30  ' "       _____   • ■ 
.   .     .        The invention also provides a device for locating an underground cable on which cable 
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,  •   »     „ firct and second and antennae, these being 

from electromagnetic radiation due to the signal applied to the cable. 

. j c „ device for determining location of a fault in an 
The invention also provides a device tor as 

multip,yi„g of ,he ear* leakage signal correspond, g ^ fc 

device to the fault. The multiplicatton may be effected as an array m 

spaCed samples o,rhe firs, and second components of me earth leakage stgnah 

20 Preferably, me device incorporates me^s for detecting and removing artifacts due to 

external interference such as switching transients. 

. f„, rftrertninine a confidence indication, 
Preferably me device incorporates means for determining 
Preteraray, m ,Mt.mentioned means may operate to 

25 indicating a degree of reliability of said result. ™sudlffithem«io 

terween maximum positive and negative excursions teeof, and/or te sig^l 

the detecred signal and,or me absolute signal strength of the detected stgnal. 

^vT^—Z^fa method for determining locauon o. a taut, 
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underground cable, wherein signal is applied to the cable to cause generation of an earth leakage 

signal from an internal conductor of the cable to earth, at the location of the fault, the applied 

signal being a multi-frequency signal having at least two frequency components, receiving the 

earth leakage signal, and rectifying a .first component of the earth leakage signal corresponding 

. 5 to one frequency component of said appliecj signal and multiplying the rectified first component 

of the earth leakage signal with a second frequency component of the earth leakage signal 

corresponding to another said frequency component of the applied signal, such that the result 

of said multiplying then represents the direction from the device to the fault. The multiplication 

may be effected as an array multiplication of sets of time-spaced samples of the first and second 

10 components of the earth leakage signal. 

The invention is further described, by way of example only, with reference to the 

accompanying drawings, in which: 

15 Figures 1 and 2 are diagrams illustrating general principles of operation of a cable 

location detector; 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate arrangements of angled antennae in accordance with the 

invention; 

20 \. ' " 

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate general principles of fault location in a cable; : 

Figure 6 is a waveform diagram showing waveforms applied to a cable for fault location 

detection in accordance with the invention; 

25 >;       * .    ' • 

Figure 7 is a diagram of a fault location device constructed in accordance with the 

invention; 

30 

Figure 8 is a waveform diagram illustrating signal manipulations effected in accordance 

with the invention; 
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Figures 9, ,0 and 11 are diagrams illusttating opera.ion of fhe fault locating device in 

accordance with the invention; and 

Figures 12 to 15 are flow charts describing software manipulation effected in operation 

5 „fa faul, locating device consmrcred in accordance wirh the invention. 

A compact form of antenna for use in tracing uses a ferrite rod core with windings on 

abobbin or on an insulator around Are core. These types of antennas provide good on axrs 

,0 to the ferrire core, fndeed, when .he exrenral magna, field is perpendreular ,0 me rnfe core 

le iLvity is aero. The loss of sensitivHy as the external magneuc fle d become 

perpendicular fo .he a„.en»a hmi<s me effective horiaonral range of me mstrumenf. 

Toob.ainaniud.ca.ionofmedirecrion.oacable.Pvoan.ennasmaybeused.Onemay 

:L,hean.ennapasaesovermecah, The second anfenna may men be a horizon* — 

an, referred .o as fhe peafr anrenna. This antenna, ou.Pu, peafrs as.«passes over me cable. 

As ,he null antenna passes over Are cable, me. signal dips ,0 aero and as the antenna 

20 conflnues .o move me signal .eve, increases bu, is of opposire phase. Tbe pea* anfennapta- 

does no, change during .his move so me change of refaflve phase berime P—- 

allcanLedmd^ined.edirec.ion.ome.cabfe. Figure , iffuaha.es*rs. InF.gure 

,1  „t»r.r.a 18 are shown at three different locauon:>, 
The horizontal antenna 16 and vertical antenna 18 are stiown 

cable. 

The foffowing expfanarion is expressed in .emta mo, appficabfe to DC. current bu, me 

same relative phase relationships exist for AC currents. 

on .he fefi hand side (focarion (a)), .he field routes upward and wrf, induce a positive 
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voUage into «he vertical 18 coil and also into the horizonta. coil .6. On fee right hand stde 

(location (O), .he field flows downward aad will produce a negative volrage in the vertical eofl 

18 bn« the horizontal coil 16 will still have a positive volrage. Over the cable,,he vertical 

antenna 18 has no signal but the horizontal antenna 16 is at maximum stgnal. 

Figure 2 illustrates the effect as the antenna 16 moves to locations (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) 

respectively above and progressive., horizontitUy distance from tire cable. Firstly, as^the 

of the antehna orientation: Secondly, the angle between the antenna and tire tnagnettc field from, 

,0 tire current flowing in tire cable changes from zero degrees to nearly 90 degrees. There are thus 

rwo sources of reduced signa, in the antenna as one moves former from me cable, the mcreasmg 

distance to tire cable and the change in antenna orientation relative to the cable. The further 

from .he cable .he antenna is, the more significant is the received signal level reduction due to 

the change of angle. 

For a cable buried 600 mm underground and an atttenna held 400 mm above the ground, 

tire empirically detennined point where tire signal is no longer reliably detectable is at a lateral 

distance of about 3.5 m from the cable. This is a, an angle of 74 degrees betweenthe ax, o the 

,   : ferrite and tire vector of the magnetic field . This was determined for a ferrite antenna of me 

20 following construction: ... 

Ferriterod:    Neosid, 100 mmx 9.5 mm'Material F8     = 1200) 

Winding:       Enamelled copper wire:  .    , 0.315 mm, grade 1 

V        ; Turns: 1296 

7S Inductance (assembled): = 200uH 

= 20Q Resistance: 

-30- 

lt will be observed that there are altogether four problems: 

me signal level falls with distance from the cable; 

_        thecal level f^ 

and the magnetic field vector; 
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.       the small signal is prone .0 phase shift errors which can cause the direction ,o 

cable indication to point in the wrong direction; and 

..       interaction berween the fields in .he antenna can canse ghosting, or frdse 

direction indication. 

5 It may appear that ihese linrilarions, which reduce the effecnve .atera, range of ,he antenna, 

could be overcome by the following expedients: 

hoiding the antenna further off the ground .0 reduce the cosnte ang.e s.gna. 

reduction; , 

h„,di„g the anienna on an angle to reduce the cosine angle signa. reducuon; and 

.       reducing sensitivity, accepting the resultant small lateral range. 

,„ practice, these options are no. satisfactory. When tracing a cable, one often does no. 

knowwhereftis. So i. is no. possible to surely angle the an.ennain Urecorrec. direchon. 0» 

15 T cable is found, i. would be possible to demonstrate tha. one may wait away from .. an 

.ateral range is unhelpful when searching for .he location of a cable. 

20 angling ,he antenna reduces fte cosine error, fte an.enna may he angled. However, fte hi to 

reuJisdiffe.ntdependingonftediree.ionofftecableftomfte— 

in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). 

P„r,he above case shown in Figure 3(a), the antenna .6 is angled a, 45 degrees to fte 

25 horizons, and is.ofte left offte cable ,4. The cosine angle Auction may exhibi. a max.™™ 

crosses over ,o fte righ. of fte cable, fte benefrts are ouicxly lost and fte range is poor on 

side, and incorrect resuhs are generated if one goes far enough to fte nght. 

 To overcome .his, hvo antennas are, in accordance wift fte principles of one 

embodimeJofftTinv^nonused. The antennae ,6(a,, 16<b) ofthe locaftrg devrce 
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. invention areshown in Figure 3(b) arranged with complementary angles. 

When the antenna pair are to the left of the cable 14, as viewed in Figure 3(b), the 

leftmost antenna should be used. When the antenna pair are to the right of the cable, the 

5 rightmost antenna should be used. When directly over the cable, either can be used. By 

examining the received signal strength at each antenna, the correct one can be selected and the 

horizontal range may be greatly improved, being only limited now by the fall off in signal 

strength due to distance from the cable. This selection of the antennae to be used may be 

effected automatically by the locating device. . 

'  10     > ,  '       ' '   "   , ** ■ ■ - / 

Another advantage is that the likelihood of ghosting due to antenna interaction is also 

greatly reduced. Because of the angling of the antennas, the field vector in the better aligned 

antenna is always comparable to that in the null antenna and so the interaction of the null 

antenna field, which can cause ghosting when the peak antenna is horizontal, may also be 

15 reduced. 

The dual antenna arrangement of Figure 3(b) uses 45 degrees as the angle to the 

horizontal to hold each antenna at. This is the optimal angle for a single antenna, but for a pair 

of antennas it is desirable to use a slightly smaller angle. This is because the signal strength 

20 from each antenna begins to become equal again as the pair become nearly horizontally disposed 

to the cable at the extremes of the lateral range. To prevent this, a small reduction in angle is 

required. An angle of 30 to 40 degrees is likely to prove optimal for most applications. 

If more angled peak antennas are used, ie at least three, then the direction to the cable 

25 could be shown as a compass-like reading rather than just left or right. 

. Either way, the, above are only examples and the principle of using one or more angled 

antennas is not restricted to any particular angle or any particular number of antennas. 

30 Figure 4 is a generic diagram illustrating a method of sheath fault location using a 

transmitter and a ground probe based receiver 
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A signal is p.aced on the cable 14 a, a convenient access poin, by use of a generator 20. 

The return path for the s.gna, is ground. The actua, conductor used is the one with the s eath 

«„„» Irwisemerewouidbenorenuucunen, The fan,, is represented by an tmpedance 

other buried conductors such as metal water pipes. 

A p„und probe 24, represented as a vol. merer, is used to measure me voltage potential 

10 "I—**. ™  «•    in spaced relationship in *" ^ 

into the ground, and meter readings taken at the voltmeter. 

Nea, to the fau.t, the ground currents branch out from .he ML Because of mis .he 

15 ^ound probe can correctly identify .he direction to the fan,, from either side o *e 

0 recriy over .be faul, mere isno signa, a, tf and it is b, deternruring me locauon o the ™be 

Ce 5 where me counts branching on, Horn cable ,4 a, the « are — 

rima..cally by arrows 26, and the polarities of detected sign, a, me — when 

re,ative,y revefsed, There is no detected signal when ,he volumeter ,s posttroned advent 

■ fault, and this is how the fault is located. 

To reduce .osscs due ,o cable capacitance, iower frequencies are preferred. Bu, 

25 frequencies in the norm, operadng range of me cable may cause cross * and iterance* 

-ler cables   As a result, frequencies be,ow 300Hz 6r above 3.4KHZ may be pr fe^d. 

Cuet :'be,ow 300H, are however close ,o the baronies and fundamentals o power 

.   Slcy—ion equipment. As a result, signa,s we„ below 50,60Hz may be most 

preferable. 

"3tr 
There are three basic methods that might be used to show the direction to fault: 
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r l\     DC shift; 

cable carrier and/or iocked carrier reference; and 

- -        phase deviation. 

5     ^    : The DC shift method involves either placing a large DC voltage bri the cable or using 

a large pseudo impulse. The latter is preferable because it is less susceptible to local DC and , 

low frequency AC currents, but both methods suffer from limited range in the wet and the 

possibility of damaging the cable. 

10 . The method cable carrier and/or locked carrier reference involves locking an on-board 

reference to the transmitter. This can be most easily achieved by sending a carrier signal down 

the same cable and picking it up with an antenna. Alternatively, a radio based carrier system 

could be used. Another method is to lock the receiver to the transmitter and hold the lock using 

. a very low drift oscillator. In practice, a low drift oscillator locked to a cable borne signal may 

. -      15 be more easily achieved. The disadvantage is that cable borne signal must be a high enough 

: *        frequency to be readily picked up by a compact antenna and this normally brings it into or above 
* . * ■ - .■•-"•._/.,■ 

the voice band. Signals in the voice band are not preferred by telecommunications carriers and 

higher frequencies are harder to keep phase aligned due to capacitive effects in the cable. 

20 ' •, The phase deviation method involves using more than one frequency and measuring the 

direction of phase deviation between the two signals. If the direction of deviation is one 

polarity, then the fault lies in one direction, otherwise it lies in the other. These methods suffer 

from the fact that phase distortion or noise, can cause erroneous results, even reversing the 

direction. Lower frequencies are preferred to improve range and reduce phase distortion due 

25 to capacitive effects, but because of the close proximity to mains power frequencies and their 

harmonics, substantial filtering is required. Filters are difficult to make phase shift free, and 

- high Q band pass filters can ring in the presence of noise and switching transients, giving rise 

to false detections and incorrect direction results. At the very least, careful phase alignment is 

required. 

 30   ' •   " '   ;    __    ,      • -• 

In all of the above cases, it is difficult to provide high confidence that the user will 
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correctly interpret the results and know when to ignore spurious readings. 

The DC shift method involving high voltage pseudo impulses requires the operator to 

ignore slowly drifting meter movements, and to recognise a characteristic flicker due to the 

5 voltage spike.    Audible feedback from the transmitter also helps for nearby faults. 

Unfortunately once the signal level drops, it is difficult for the operator to distinguish the 

random noise from the signal which is then likely to be minuscule. 

The cable carrier systems and phase deviation systems have a similar difficulty. Once 

the signal level falls, the meter indicator can move sporadically in either direction, and it is hard 

for the user to objectively interpret the result. 

Some systems attempt to also give the user an idea of the signal level, but this can also 

be misleading. A weak signal in a quiet area may be much more usable than a strong signal in 

a very noisy area such as near a mains power substation or railway line with track circuits 

energised to detect passing trains. Systems which ignore signals once the level falls sacrifice 

range. 

An embodiment of the invention which addresses these limitations is now described. 

This uses a transmitter which is connected to the cable and applies to it a multi-frequency signal. 

In this exemplary embodiment the two frequency components are applied, there basis of 

frequency 8 Hz and 16 Hz respectively. 

Figure 6 shows the waveform produced at the transmitter and its 8Hz and 16Hz 

25 components. Here, the amplitude of the final composite 8Hz+16Hz waveform is kept to below 

150V Peak to Ground which will not harm normal telephony cable insulation nor most 

connected devices. The waveform is a simple mix of two frequencies. A factor of 2 is used for 

the two frequencies. Other factors could be used but a more complex function than taking the 

absolute value of the lower frequency would be required and the repetition interval would 

30 increase which would slow down the measurement rate. Also, if higher factors are used then 

it is much harder to filter out the noise and interference signals, especially if you are operating 

10 

15 

20 
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below the normal mains power frequencies. If ratios below 2 are used, eg. 3:2, then the filtering 

. problems are avoided but more complex functions and longer repetition intervals are again 

required. Choice may best be based on a balance between filtering, ambient signals and the time 

it takes to collect the sample. At 8Hz it takes 125msecs for a full wavelength, at 4Hz it takes 

5 250msecs and at 0.1 Hz excessively long processing times may result. ' 

The form of the transmitter waveform is preferably relatively simple, and largely non- 

critical, as described. This is advantageous, because the signal is transmitted through ground 

which is a noisy and unpredictable medium. Special features may become distorted and a 

10 complex spectral or phase based pattern may be rendered unrecognisable, especially as the 

distance from the fault to the ground probe increases. 

Figure 7 shows a ground probe 32 useful in practising the invention. This has a 

differential amplifier 34, used to amplify the voltage difference between ground probe elements 

15 36. Fifth order low pass and high pass filters 38, 40 are used to remove out of band noise. 

These are set at 24Hz and 4Hz respectively. A notch filter 42 is also used to remove mains 

power primary frequencies, at for example either 50Hz or 6(Mz. The resulting signal is 

amplified at amplifier 44 and fed through two band pass filters 46, 48 to isolate the 8Hz and 

16Hz signal components. A delay equaliser (not shown) is used to compensate for phase shift 

20 between the signals as a result of the processing. 

Once the 8Hz and 16Hz signals are acquired, they are processed by a processor 50. 

In order to obtain polarity information from the so extracted waveforms without using 

25 phase deviation and its inherent problems with noise immunity, the 8Hz signal is first rectified. 

Next it is array multiplied with the 16Hz signal. 

The multiplication is element-by-element in the following manner: . 

30 [aI,a2,a3,a4...]*[b1,b2,b3,b4...] = [a1*bI,a2*b2,a3*b3,a4*b4...] 
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w nf the rectified 8Hz signal and the 16Hz 

where a. and b, are respective time spaced samples of the rec« 

signal. 

—„, -rrr^""^ 

--r.~xS:rrrr. 
10 the maximum positive excurSlon.Th1S1 fi<     applying these metrics 

to the acquired signal it is possioie 

components. 

•n     ^vnected to be a substantial 

metric re-run, .hea Ore influence of die pos,.,ve p 

lon6er cause an excessive contribution .0 the mean caicu.at.on. 

2Q ■ 
where this includes a large interfering peak. 

^.bata^partoftbe — ^—^^ A, can be 

i c   fu mptrir has been run and the pea* CA^UI 

* ^   TVnQ lessens the problem 01 giving r 
they cannot be successfully corrected. Thrs lessens     P              ^^.^j, do that 

30 nr. ieadU.gtesuUwMcbrheop^rormusto.he^ae.cognraeand,^ Th  

rlbe^Ir, and at L, sub— avoid prov,di„e spunous dara. 
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. dipping, the ratio of these means can be used to ga ^        ^ ^ 

•   is likely to be good. If the ratio is tugn,m 

5 fit the profile very well. 

10 is poor for both cases then confidence is low. 

For example, start with confidence =100%. 20 and the target was 

,        ,f ,he peak «o mean ratio before clipping was more man 20, and * » 

.    i i*+uo      neak on mean ratio is more man zu, ui^ ,5 2.      Now clip the stgnal. If the new peak on m ^ ^ 

confidence^*^^^ 

3.      Now divide the peak on mcnratro befo«f^^^^^ 
arterclippingifntisratioismorerhan,^^^^^^/^^^ gr 

2 then reduce confidence to 'A of the previous value. 

M   ' ^^^^^^^ 

25 here have been found satisfactory for the — declaring resuUs may 

me,hod. Once me confidence^ to a low enough level, re 

'     be stopped, as the results are almost certainly unrehable. 

30 invent.on, other enhancements are also possible.  ; _ ;  
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The transmitted power can be increased without increasing the peak voltage excursion 

of the waveform by altering the phase relationships between the waveforms.  Figure 11 

4 illustrates this. As can be seen, the peak excursion of the second waveform is symmetrical at 

about +/-1.8, whereas the initial waveform has a peak positive excursion of 2. Both have a DC 

5 average of zero. The receiver must realign the phases again to ensure the metrics still work but 

this is simple to do. 

The example implementation here employs a mixture of analog and digital processing. 

The selection of which part of the process is done in which way is a matter of design choice. 

10 Metrics may be done using analog circuitry, and the filtering could* also be done digitally with 

A/D sampling earlier in the chain. The choice of signal processing method is not critical to the 

implementation of the improved method for finding the sheath fault location. 

Although this implementation only uses two frequencies, it is possible to extend the 

15 methods used to multiple frequencies and similar metrics across these frequencies in groups of 

two or more at a time. 

In additional to measuring basic waveform metrics such as peak to mean ratio, other 

more complex metrics can be applied, such as least squares fit to a target waveform. The 

20 specific choice of metrics is a compromise between ease of computation and likelihood that 

error detection will be improved by adding the metric. The examples given here have been 

demonstrated to work satisfactory for a ground based sheath fault locator. 

Averaging a number of results can further reduce spurious readings. The results can 

25 either be averaged when initially collected or else averaged after processing. There are some 

advantages of post processing averaging as only the better results get included in the average. 

Use of spurious results should obviously be avoided. The confidence factor can also be used 

to create a weighted average where the higher confidence results have more bearing on the final 

result than the lower confidence results. 

30 ' ■  
Figures 12 to 14 are flow charts illustrating software executed steps in an exemplary 
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device constructed in accordance with the invention. 

Figure 12 shows steps in acquiring data samples of received signal. In this embodiment, 

* samples are acquired at a 256 Hz sample rate, 64 samples being acquired for each overall 

5 program execution. This provides 250 mseconds of data or twoxomplete cycles of the ,8 Hz 

waveform. 

Execution of the data acquisition steps as illustrated in Figure 12 begins by setting a 

* timer for 256 Hz, at step 102, followed by clearing of buffers and a counter at steps 104, 106. 

10 Thereafter at step 108, the program awaits the timer, and then reads the 8 Hz and then the 16 Hz 

":- signal at steps 110; 112. At the next step, step 114, a counter is incremented by one step and 

at the following step 116 a determination is made as to whether the count incremented at step 

114 has reached 64. If it has not reached 64, steps 108 through to 116 are repeated, this being 

* so repeated until the count reaches 64 after which, at step 118 acquisition is complete. 

15 . .        ,' .• ■ ' \ ' 

In the steps illustrated at Figure 13, the 64 data points for each of the 8 and 16 Hz signals 

as acquired by the process steps shown in Figure 12 are processed. First, at steps 120, 122, 124, 

mean, and counter registers peak are cleared. Then, for the first data point acquired, the 

multiplication of the absolute value of the 8 Hz signal together with the 16 Hz signal is 

20 "computed, at step 126, to which a mean figure, comprising a previous mean, plus the result of 

step 126 is computed, this being executed at step 128. After this, at step 130, comparison of the 

absolute value of the result of step 126 is made with that of a peak value (initially zero) and if 

that absolute value is greater than the peak, the peak is, at step 132, updated to reflect the 

absolute value of the result of step 126. Next, a counter initially set to zero is incremented one 

25 step, this being effected at step 134. Then, at step 136, it is determined whether the counter has 

reached a stored count of 64. If it has not, steps 126 through 136 are repeated, this repeating 

being effected until the count reaches 64 after which at step 13 8 there is computed a mean value 

representing the mean accumulated by the repeated executions of step 128 divided by 64. After 

that, at step 140, signal processing is judged complete. 

30  , "• 

Figure 14 shows program steps for determining a metrics calculation. First, at step 150, 
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the ratio of the peak value to the mean value as computed at steps 132 and 138 is computed. 

Then, at step 152, an expected peak value is set as the absolute value of the mean computed at 

step 138 multiplied by six. The program execution of this part of the program is completed after 

this, at step 154. 

5 

Figure 15 illustrates steps in effecting clipping of results according to expected peak 

result. At step 160, a counter is cleared. Then, at step 162, a comparison is made between the 

absolute value of the result, as computed at step 130, and an expected.peak value. If the 

absolute value of the result is greater than the expected peak, it is then determined whether the 

10 result value is less than zero. If not, the result is set to the expected peak, at step 166; otherwise 

it is set to the negative of the expected peak step 177 (described later). If, at step 162, the 

absolute value of the result is not greater than the expected peak, steps 164 and 166 are skipped 

and the program moves to step 168. Program execution precedes from step 166 or step 177 also 

to step 168, which is to increment the counter. At step 170, it is determined whether the count 

15 in the counter has reached 64. If not, program steps 162, and if appropriate one or more of steps 

164, 166 and 172, are repeated as before described. Otherwise, results clipping is completed 

at step 174." 

Figure 16 illustrates program steps in computing confidence results, including the steps 

20 described in the flow charts of Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15, 

Firstly, at steps 180,182 and 184, the steps illustrated respectively by the flow charts of 

Figures 12, 13 and 14.are effected. At steps 186, 188 mean #1 and ratio #1 values are set to the 

mean and ratio value respectively, as computed previously, and results clipping then occurs at 

25 step 190, in accordance with the flow diagram of Figure 15. Subsequently, at steps 192, 194 

mean #2 and ratio #2 are set to the resultant values of mean and ratio determined at step 190. 

Then, at step 196, a confidence value is set to 100% and, subsequently, at step 198, a 

determination is made as to whether the value of ratio #1 is greater than 10. If it is greater, at 

step 200 it is determined whether ratio #1 exceeds 20. If so, the confidence value is set to 

30 confidence *.05 at step 202, after which processing proceeds to step 204 later described. In the 

event that the result of the comparison of step 198 should be that the ratio #1 is not greater than 
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tion likewise proceeds at once to step 204. If, at step 200, the ratio #1 ts 
10, program execution likewise pro ^ ^ set to 

determined as not being greater than 20, then at step _ 

210, a ratio #3 is computed by di      g and 222, program steps again 

execution continues at step 214.   At steps 214, ^e^hich 
. ■   i OR 900 202 206 are performed with respect to the ratio *J, an corresponding to steps 198,200,2UAZuoai H - A 

. • Qt~atsten220 at which confidence calculation is effected. V program execution terminates at step//u,at 

10 4 .u   iwhich follow, unless the context requires 
Throughout this specification and the claims which toiiow, 

"       .    "      rd "comprise" and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising ,will be 
otherwise, the word comprise  anu inteeers or steps but not 

20 

DATED this 11th day of August, 1999 

AEGIS PTY LTD 

By its Patent Attorney^ 

25 Davies Collispn Cave 
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FIGURE 6 
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SIGNAL PROCESSING 
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METRICS CALCULATION 
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Mean#I = Mean 

1 
Ratio#l = Ratio 

Confidence = Confidence * 0.75 

Confidence = Confidence * 0.5 

Confidence = Confidence * 0.75 

Ratio#3 ■ Ratio 1 / Ratio 2 

Confidence = Confidence * 0.5 

Confidence = Confidence * 0.75 
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Confidence Calculated 




